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Contents What is a shark?
Shark is any of numerous elongate mostly 
marine carnivorous fishes with heterocercal 
caudal fins and tough skin covered with 
small toothlike scales. 3
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Physical Features 
1. Sharks have more than one row of teeth. 
They have more than 20000 teeth. When one 
falls out, a new one comes forward. 

2. Sharks don't have bones. Their bones are 
made of cartilage which is flexible and strong. 

3. Their sense of smell is really strong. Two-
thirds of their brain is used to sense smell with 
noses. They can smell 10000 times better than 
humans.

4. For protection, sharks can roll their eyes 
back when they are being attacked

Behaviours
Sharks have many interesting behaviours. 
Here are some of them. 

1. Sharks don't sleep. They have active 
and restful periods instead.
 
2. Sharks never stop swimming. 

3. A frightening shark is a dangerous 
shark!

4. Before an attack, sharks usually move 
slowly. 



Habitat 
1. Sharks mainly live in the ocean. You 
won't see them in lakes or ponds. 

2. Different types of sharks live in 
different parts of the water. 

3. A large number of sharks live in the 
tropical zone where the water stays 
warm all year. 

Diet
1. Sharks mostly eat small fish. 

2. Dangerous sharks eat seals, sea 
lions, penguins and other sea animals. 
The “Great White Shark ” is on top of 
the food chain in the ocean. 

3. In general, sharks don't eat humans. 
They only attack humans when they are 
confused. 



Threats
1. People fish sharks and cut their fins to 
make sharks’ fin soup.

2. There is too much rubbish in the sea 
and sharks eat it.

Protection
1. Don't kill the sharks for their fins.

2. Keep the sea clean. 

3. Join the clean beaches activities

Don't fish us and cut ✂ 
our fins to make sharks’ 
fin soup.
Don't throw rubbish into 
the sea.



In 2009, there were about 83 people who had no 
shark attacks in 2009. In the past 10 years, this 
number will remain unchanged. For example, 
from 2013 to 2017, the average number of 
attacks was 84.
But recent surveys show that shark attacks have 
risen in certain parts of the world. In the past 20 
years, the shark attack in the eastern United 
States and southern Australia has doubled, while 
Hawaii shark attacks have increased sharply. 
What is the cause of this?
Denle, Denle, Shark Research Project, said: "The 
number of sharks and the number of people in 
the same is closely related to the amount of 
sharks." International Shark attack file record, 
"Shark and humans are in one place, the more, 
they collide with each other The bigger 
probability is greater. "

Sharks Attack People

It's looks yummy ! Is it 
a sea lion ,or a seal ?



Scientists said that about sharks to attack 
us, most of them are some 
misunderstandings of our human beings, 
although the sharks look particularly cruel, 
it is not what we are imagined, it is only a 
kind of ocean. Ordinary creatures, only 
sharks are at the top of marine organisms, 
relying on most of the marine organisms in 
the hunting ocean.
However, the reason why sharks will attack 
humanity, biting humans are often because 
it regards humans as some creatures in the 
ocean, thinks that it usually captures, like 
some sea lions, seals.

How to Avoid Sharks 
Attack
1 Avoid swimming alone and try to swim in 
groups

2 Avoid swimming before or after dawn or dusk

3 Avoid fish, especially when they jump out of 
the water.

4 Avoid wearing jewelry because metal reflects 
light, and the watch's reflection is like a flying 
fish to a shark

5 Avoid excessive splashing, as sharks are 
attracted by the noise of injured animals.

6 Wearing a black or dark wetsuit while diving 
reduces the chance of attracting shark attention.

A video about 
sharks .
(It may 
overstate.)
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Are Indonesian fishermen accidentally capturing a 
"face shark" that is an alien creature?

In the Earth, life is arguably the most common life of 
our human beings, because there are so many kinds 
of organisms, so many times we see some species 
are difficult to determine what? According to a new 
scientific report, a strange creature has been found 
in Indonesia, which has caused a lot of debate and 
even thought about whether it belonged to an 
extraterrestary.

Interesting news of Sharks
Are Indonesian fishermen accidentally capturing a 
"face shark" that is an alien creature?

A new species of shark that can walk, have 
you ever seen it?

Scientists recently discovered four species of 
sharks that can "walk" in waters off Australia. 
They use fins to move on the seabed and 
walk in the same way that helps them hunt 
for food.


